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About This Game
Square Brawl is a quick and skillful local multiplayer game that will bring a new meaning to the word ”Party game”. Tons of
weapons that enable crazy weapon combos giving the player varied matches and tons of replay value. Its simple controls yet hard
to master skill ceiling makes it perfect for both casual and hardcore gamers. With up to 4 player supported this game is suitable
for free for all mayhem action and even tactical 2v2 gameplay.
Features:

12 unique weapons
4 game modes
An awesome level editor
Bots to play against
8 game modifiers
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-----------------------------------------------Square Brawl is a fairly simplistic 2-4 person arena combat game that feels somewhat like a mixture of Super Smash Bros and
Super Crate Box. It’s focused, fast paced and most importantly a whole lot of fun.
The meat of the game comes from the variety of weapons there are twelve different weapons of which you can pick two for any
match. Each weapon offers an entirely different style of play. Weapons range from a standard gun that allows you to
consistently shoot to a shield that briefly blocks incoming attacks and can damage enemies you collide with, or a bounce to get
you swiftly out of (or into) trouble to a charged shot that shows the arc of fire requiring tactical placement. Whilst playing I
quickly found myself favouring the rocket launcher and shotgun which meant that I only needed one good hit to wipe out my
foes but left me with a tonne of downtime between each shot.
There is a decent map pool right from the start where some maps clearly favour certain types of play over others and
environmental dangers such as pit and saws force you to pay attention and adds to the overall experience. The game also offers a
fairly simple yet robust map editor which allows you to create and share levels. Square Brawl also offers a couple of different
modes such as team play and one life bouts alongside various modifiers like double speed, health regeneration and sudden death.
Truthfully one of the main problem it suffers from the same problem that most PC co-op games do. Namely that local co-op
doesn’t really work on a PC. Whilst I was able to get a few people playing together it would have been much better suited to a
console and maybe with the rise of the steam machine maybe this game will become an even better purchase. I should point out
that the review key for this game was provided by the developer free of charge. In terms of other complaints there really aren’t
many the music is fairly uninspired and it becomes a little repetitive after a while but in all it does what it does really well.
In all Square Brawl offers a fun couple of hour and could really work as a party game. It’s a cheap and cheerful experience that
appeals to a wide audience and is well worth a look.. Most fun you could have with colored squares. I recommend it for
everyone who loves party games as I do. The game is pretty simple and makes a lot of fun when played with friends.
The NEGATIVE point is that the soundtracks are too repetitive. You can't play for more than 30min without a break.. Plays
very similarly to Paperbound with lots of Thomas Was Alone styled blocks. I enjoyed the strategy of choosing your two
weapons and a good mixture of house rules to mix up. More fun was the extremely simply map editor which is just dropping
blocks onto a grid chart.
The AI bots are suitably clever enough to provide a good challenge if you've got no mates at the time and I've enjoyed my quick
spell with it so far. It's bare bones in its menus and approach, but the core gameplay is really solid and would benefit from
maybe a little bit of weapon power tweaking.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ypkmauNXLE. actually pretty fun but hard to understand at first.

i just realized most negative reviews are 8 year-olds who probably never figured out the game.
huh.. CUTE!!!!
. EXPAND THIS TO SEE MORE OF THE REVIEW, THE VIDEO IS NOT ALL
Video Review here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMSAGxhWzFM
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This game is a good Couch Co-op game that will work well for 2 or more people (up to 4) in a room.
This game doesn't need a controller to play, but it is a good thing to have one or two on hand, it will definitely help.
You aim by moving, so get used to that, it's an intersting concept used in some other games, but you will need to learn
how to use recoil to keep you stationary.
This game is very fast paced, if you like slower games, this is not for you.
The game is limited to the enviroment and how you can play. You take as much fun out of this game as the effort you
and your friends are willing to put in.
This game allows you to create maps for you to play in with your friends or bots, but I haven't seen any Steam
Workshop compatability. I don't know if I just didn't see it or it is not implimented at all.
Things for the developers:

If you go out of the maps boundaries on the Top, Left or Right, you will stay out of bounds until you can feel your way
back in or make it to the bottom of the map so that you can respawn. Please make it so that if you leave the screen on
the left, you arrive on the Right or keep it as is it, but make it so that you are still visable, whether that requires the
camera to be pulled back or it moves with the players.
Add the choice to pick and use different colors for the enviroment, whether it's a basic color set or a RGB color wheel,
it would be nice to have more variety than just white blocks.
Powerups? maybe it's pushing the boundaries of Smash Brothers, but it would be a nice game mode to have to keep the
game interesting and keep some variety.
Consider a way of adding online co-op compatability. Don't host servers yourself as they will be high cost and there will
be a high latency, which will not suit this game very well. Rather go with the approach of allowing players to create
servers themselves and then allowing other players to join to said server. Whether that requires adding a Dedicated
Server option where you download another software to host or you can just host as you play.
Overall this game is a great time killer, I play it when i'm rendering a video as it doesn't take that much CPU or GPU power. It
is okay to play with yourself and bots, but if you really want to enjoy yourself, get some friends over to play. Great job on the
game so far! I would love to see where the development takes this game.
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Most fun you could have with colored squares. Epic LAN game, only problem is that you can only have two keyboard controls,
wish you could rebind. Very fun and customizable, definately worth your 5$ if you have friends to play with.. We are having
trouble playing over 3 rounds before losing all controller connections and having to restart the game.
some things i would like Free aim toggle (rather than 45* steps)
Being able to use the right stick to aim
Jump on the analogue sticks so i never need to take hands off sticks
visual cooldown timer (Little bars next to the score would do)
Better spawn points - my friend kept getting spawned in mid air above nothing and dying instantly
some indication of what a level looks like before loading it (preview window or something)
and some indication of the weapon we have selected (useful for random weapons)
The weapons are fun, the movement just feels a bit floaty and draggy
I cant currently recommend it as it feels like a broken jam game that crashes out after a couple of rounds / kills.. Cute Game
with a shocking about of skill required. No PVP besides local. Game Difficulty needs revamping.
Game Difficulty:
Easy: lul they just run away
Medium: do these things even fight back?
Hard: Getting rekt by a square simulator
???: Unnecessary difficulty because you'll rage quit cursing at a square in hard.. 0-10 i lost to my uncle. If Steam had a neutral
rating, I would have given it to Square Brawl. Square Brawl is a decent local multiplayer game.
The last time I played the game there were a couple of annoying bugs that kind of affected the game. Players would regularly
spawn over pits killing them with no chance of saving themselves. Guns would also randomly start shooting even if I wasn't
pressing any buttons. These bugs may have been fixed though and they don't ruin the game so they shouldn't be a reason not to
purchase the game.
The gameplay is decent. You can have some fun with the game. The guns are not that balanced though. The machine gun is by
far the most powerful in my opinion making it not worth using any of the other guns. If you use the random weapons mode
though you can have quite a bit more fun with the game since it is more fun not knowing what weapons you will be able to use
at a given time.
If you like these local multiplayer arcade games you can have some fun with Square Brawl. It just wasn't that original in my
opinion so it is not the type of game that I would play for long time. At only $5 though the game is pretty cheap so if you are
looking for a local multiplayer game you might have some fun with Square Brawl.
Note: I received a free review copy from the developer.
Read My Full Review [www.geekyhobbies.com]
. I just cant get over how fun this games is, great with friends. Most fun you could have with colored squares
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